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To Whom It May Concern;

Orkun Bulut Duman has taken part in Turkcell Mobile Development Department team during
his internship between August 11 and September 5, 2014.
He worked on some of the projects developed within the Mobile Development Department.
In addition to providing highly valuable contributions as a blog writer on "The Writers of the
Future" (https://gelecegiyazanlar.turkcell.com.tr/) blog, Orkun worked as a blog writer for
programming and took an important role for answering the questions on the blog. During his
internship, he developed various programs and made innovative contributions to their
design. These include Android Wear application for smart watches that will be published as
an app in Turkcell store, and iPhone application used to calculate user movement activity for
Turkcell Health application.
Orkun is an extremely attentive and smart person. His strong commitment to the given tasks
and his interest on learning new subjects is extraordinarily remarkable. Not only Orkun has a
natural talent on software development, but also he is skillful and inventive when following
his intuitions.
While the programs he developed were important contributions to the forthcoming Turkcell
apps, his invaluable ideas (e.g. using I-PhoneS M7 chip to sense motion activity) significantly
improved their quality. Undoubtedly, these added great value to our Mobile Development
Department processes.
On the other hand, Orkun provided creative ideas that helped us to improve Turkcell user
experience. To give an example, using voice control for different applications will create
added value for our customers.
As a team member, he presented a significantly self-motivated behavior within the team and
this, in turn, greatly improved the team's overall motivation and performance. In addition,
his collaboration skills and relations with the team members were outstanding.
Motivated by his proactive approach and value-adding creative ideas, I wholeheartedly
recommend Orkun for your university. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact
me.
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